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Pmp application project description

PMP EXAM Have you been preparing PMP and are you currently filling out the PMP exam registration form? Filling out the PMP exam form is not difficult. The main criterion for filling out the form is that you used the terminology in the project descriptions that you type in, which you learned in your PMP preparation. Look at the example of
the project description below, and you too should write similar project descriptions in your PMP exam form. The PMP Exam Application General PMI procedure requires that qualified PMP candidates: Perform their responsibilities under general guidance and are responsible for all aspects of project guidance and coaching cross-functional
teams to manage projects within the limits of quality, resources, schedule and budget Displaying adequate knowledge and skills to apply methodology to projects that have defined project requirements and results. Project descriptions should be written to determine whether documented projects are actually projects. In addition, project
descriptions should include the following: Deliverables Project, By Group Processes Summary Results project Keywords (terminology taught from PMBOK) Real project descriptions (maximum 550 words) Example project Description No. 1 I was involved in creating the charter of the project. Requirements for the project have been
received from interested parties. A project management plan was created that included a statement on the scale of the project, WBS, schedule plans, cost, quality, HR. I helped create project results during the project, supervised the project management plan, including costs and schedule, and ensured proper execution. Interested parties
were informed of the approved changes. The project was reviewed, successfully closed, lessons learned, documents archived, and the project was accepted by the sponsor. An example of the description of Project No. 2 prepared a statement on the scale of the project, created WBS, defined the activities, estimated their duration. The
quality standards have been defined, a quality plan has been prepared, the cost estimate has been prepared and the project budget has been created, risks have been identified, including their qualitative and quantitative analysis. Prepared risk answers. During the implementation of the project, a project management plan was prepared,
projects were sent and managed. The project was controlled, including cost, time, risks. A review of the project was carried out and the project was successfully closed by adoption. The lessons learned have been documented. An example of the description of Project No. 3 developed the project charter, collected project requirements from
stakeholders, and the scope of the project's scope was determined. Project management plans have been prepared, including a project schedule, cost plan, HR plan and procurement management plan. The quality standards and the quality management plan have been defined. The team was acquired and supervised by the Procurement
and deliveries were made. The project was controlled and controlled, including control over schedule, cost, quality. The project was accepted by the user. The documents were archived. Lessons learned have been created. The example of project 4 described the main stakeholders and assisted in the creation of a draft charter that
included a consolidated budget, a description of high-level projects, etc. Helped in the development of the budget. A project management plan has been prepared, according to which the project has been completed and deliveries have been made. Monitoring work, evaluating and adjusting cost deviations, time, etc. The project was
successfully closed by adoption. Considered the project and created lessons. Archival documents. A complete background guide to writing a PMP project description, including relevant information from PMI, common errors, tips, and PMP examples of project descriptions. Writing for the PMP Application Description Project Full application
of PMP correctly was a common problem for many candidates. Typically, candidates struggle most with the pmP project description. In fact, PMP candidates failed the PMI audit process primarily because the PMP project description does not correspond to what the PMI audit committee is looking for. Personally, I don't audit once either,
so I understand the struggle that many of you are going through. I guess you're here, most likely because either you're not auditing, or you're applying for the first time and looking for additional advice. My goal here is to provide you with a complete guide to help you complete the PMP app properly. I will break down the information as
follows: Instructions and tips from PMICommon Errors to avoid on PMP ApplicationPMP Project Description TipsSample PMP Project Description And tips from PMIProject description tips from PMIYous should first consider the PMP application tips provided by PMI. This app tip page is available on the PMI website. If you're not auditing
(as I did), the PMI can give you additional app tips. The description of the project should consist of the following: Short, one proposal of the project objective draft results, summarized in the process area (initiation, planning, execution, monitoring and monitoring, and closure - reductions are acceptable in, PL, EX, MC and CL) Brief, one
proposal of the outcomeCommon Error project to avoid here are common errors to avoid on the PMP application. MISTAKE #1: Project descriptions focus primarily on the project, not on your lead and director role. The project management methodology used is unclear. BOTTOM LINE: It may be illogical that the description of the project
does not describe the project; The focus in the description should be on the processes and tasks you are leading and the methodologies you have applied. MISTAKE #2: Domains not Project areas (initiating, planning, executing, monitoring monitoring Control, closure) and domain-specific results are incomplete. BOTTOM LINE: Make it
easy for members of the PMI audit committee to read. You have to group the tasks and break them down into domain groups. Use abbreviations if you need to save space: IN, PL, EX, MC and CL. MISTAKE #3: The project description works. For example, the aim is to develop seminars and conduct training sessions. BOTTOM LINE:
Make sure you understand the difference between a project versus an operation. PMI defines a project as a temporary undertaking to create a unique product or result. Each project creates a unique product, service or result. If you have several similar projects, you should write each description of the PMP project separately with individual
project initiations and closures. Don't be sloppy and lump projects together and risk you PMP app rejected. MISTAKE #4: There was no experience to cover all 5 BOTTOM LINE process groups: According to PMBOK management, you must have experience in all five process groups in all of your project management experience submitted
to the application. However, one project does not require any experience in all five process groups. MISTAKE #5: The hours stated in each process group are consistent with the achievements described. Updated (June 2020): #5 not applied. The PMI waived the 4500/7500 hours requirement and simplified the application process. So you
don't have to worry about bringing the clock into line with the project description. In case you're wondering, here's the original description of the PMP project rejected by the audit team because it's too descriptive and hasn't broken by domain groups:Target: Delivering a successful workshop/demo for XY. In order to ensure a successful
demonstration, I acted as a project manager to manage and work with different groups to create a complex demo environment. The challenge included planning prototypes and fixing bugs that should be integrated into the demo environment, coordinating, monitoring, and testing the installation. I also supported the merger of the
environment page and the prototypes that were integrated along with the status of THE PMP Porject Description Tips In my opinion, the audit committee is looking for 5 things: Project Goal, which is a short project plan in a short sentence. Group each of the tasks into each of the 5 domain areas (Initiate, plan, execute, control, and close).
Summarize the tasks you've done and process what you've used. Summarize the methodology, methods and tools you've used in the British statementMake result sure that you avoid the common mistakes above, and here are some additional tips. TIP #1 USE DESCRIPTIONS FROM PMI ONLINE APPLICATION The following
information is extracted from the PMP online app. It provides useful examples that can be used to PMP project in each area of the process. For The For convenience, you can cut and paste the information below for your own links. Initiating the projectDeprodunation of the scope of the project and receiving the approval of stakeholders. For
example: Evaluate the project; Determine the scope of the project at a high level; To analyse key stakeholders; Identify and document high-level risks, assumptions and limitations develop and get approval for the charter of the project. Project Planning Preparing a Project Plan and Developing a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). For
example: assessing detailed project requirements, constraints and assumptions with stakeholders; Create a breakdown structure. Develop a project schedule. Develop budget, human resources, communications, procurement, quality management, change management and risk management plans; Present the project plan to key
stakeholders; hold a kick-off meeting. Performing the projectPerforming the work necessary to achieve the stated goals of the project. For example: obtaining and managing the project's resources; Performing tasks defined in the project plan. Implementation of a quality management plan; Implement approved changes in line with the
change management plan. Take approved action by following a risk management plan. maximize team performance. Monitoring and monitoring of ProjectMonitoring project, managing changes and risks, and informing the project. For example: Measuring project performance using appropriate tools and methods; Manage changes in
project, schedule and costs Ensure that the results of the project meet quality standards. Updating the risk register and risk response plan Assess corrective actions on the registry of issues; to communicate the status of the project to stakeholders. Closing projectFinalizing all project activities, archiving documents, getting results and
informing about the closure of the project. For example: getting the final acceptance of the project; Transfer of ownership of delivery To achieve financial, legal and administrative closures; Distribute the final report of the project Compare lessons learned Archive of project documentation and materials; measure customer satisfaction. TIP
#2: Use 42 tasks defined by the role delineation studyIn addition to the example of the tasks listed in the online application, you can use 42 tasks in pmP Exam Outline as a link to help you write tasks. To simplify the task, you can use the PMP project description reference sheet, where I've already extracted the relevant text from PMP
Exam Outline and an online application to help you develop a description of the PMP project. TIP #3: Focus on the project with the most duration in the first place. To minimize the number of PMP project descriptions you need to write, you should first focus on projects with the longest duration. Minimise small, overlapping projects. It's
great to have gaps in The timing of the projects You don't write a resume, and the goal is to meet 3-year or 5 year experience requirements in leading projects depending on if you have a 4-year bachelor's degree. TIP #4: Be brief on the goal of the project and the result. Focus on domain groups. Much of the effort should be spent on
listing the project methodologies you applied in each of the domain groups. Keep the goal and the result concise so as not to become too descriptive. Also, make sure that an objective statement is a project, not an operation. TIP #5: Use most of the 550 highlighted characters. Updated (June 2020): The PMP app description is no longer
limited to 550 characters. According to the PMI, the typical response is now 200 to 500 words (not symbols). You can still use the old format if you prefer, according to my chat with PMI. TIP #5: Check out the helpful comments below. Here's the new #5 Council. A big shout out to Andres for his comment with an updated sample describing
the PMP project, as well as Maxim's comment to share his experience. I made both comment sticky, so they should appear first in the comments section and make them easier for you to find and share. There are many other PMP contenders who have generously shared their pmP project descriptions in the comments section. Check
them out if you need more inspiration. Finally: Review your application before submitting it To the PMP app is a time-consuming process and you probably just can't wait to submit it. However, you should review your app completely before you do so. This step is even more important if you have several similar projects and you have used
to cut and paste. Make sure you check and don't duplicate the goal of the project and the result. There is a link that you can access your full application before you press the send button. Once you submit an application and identify a critical error, the only thing the audit team can do is reject your application and you will have to complete
the entire application again. The description of the project PMP SampleThe PMP description of the project includes a high level of goal, result, and break down the process areas of talking about tasks and some methods applied. Here are two examples of the PMP project description. Example #1: According to my CHAT with PMI, the old
PMP project description format is still acceptable. Here's an example of a description of the PMP project that follows the old format (within 550 characters): Obj: Delivery XY' WorkshopInitiate: Identify key results, risk, assumptions, limitations. The RFP questionnaire, meetings are used. Plan: Collected requirements, created a list of
actions, duration of activity. Focus group, prototypes, expert judgments. Acquisition and management of the project's resources. Prototype development and integration. Monitor: Monitor and delivery risk assessment. Change Change View problem logs. Update stakeholders. Close: Recognized and transferred ownership to interested
parties. Updated document. Bottom line: Completed seminar. An example #2: Here's an example of a new description of the PMP project (from 200 to 500 words). This is an excerpt from Andres's commentary: The purpose of the project: Auditing the network of companies in the Caribbean and Latin America by checking performance,
capacity and vulnerabilities among the network of customers with my company's infrastructure: The platforms involved in the audit are described. Support sales to determine the offer of network of company services in accordance with the results. Initiation: Project evaluation performed. The results and the findings have been revealed.
Several meetings were held to identify key stakeholders. The interdependence of the project has been identified and confirmed. Documented risks, assumptions and high-level limitations. Developed the charter of the project and received the approval of the sponsor. Planning: Assessing detailed project requirements, constraints, and
assumptions with stakeholders. Requirements collected and a specific scope. The scale of the project is planned taking into account time, cost and quality. Created a structure for the breakdown of works, decomposed and sequenced the actions and developed a project schedule. Estimated budget. The roles and responsibilities of the
project team members to create a resource management plan have been identified. The members of the project team have been identified and the roles and responsibilities of building a project organization structure to develop a communications management plan have been identified. A kick-off meeting was held to announce the start of
the project and key milestones. Execution: Received and managed project resources. Managed, motivated and led the team through execution. Weekly project teams and key stakeholder meetings are held. Proven quality. Informed stakeholders who manage the flow of information are kept. Monitoring and monitoring: Monitoring the
project and informing stakeholders about the status of the project. The project's capabilities were in line with the scale of the project and the quality plan. Monitoring and assessing the risk of delivery. The journal of problems is considered. Closing: Consent of the relevant stakeholders has been obtained. Administrative closure has been
received. A final report on the project signed by the sponsor in accordance with the communications management plan has been created and published. Documented lessons learned and project reviews to update the organization's knowledge base. Archived final project documentation. Results: Network audit has been successfully
implemented. Presentation of the results at the headquarters of the Network of Companies. More PMP Apps Examples Of Many PMP hopefuls have kindly shared their tips and PMP application examples in the comments below. that you'll review the comments. Frequently asked questions I admit the comment section below is getting too
long to go through, so I I collected the most frequently asked questions by PMP applicants. PMI won't reject your PMP application because all your projects and project descriptions are similar. However, I would suggest at least a change of purpose to make the project unique. For example, include the names of different stakeholders,
customers, or products. You can also easily incorporate different tools and techniques for different projects.aDo should I use domain groups (IN, PL, EX, MC, CL) in descriptions? I recommend using domain groups in the project description for a number of reasons: (1) PMI is recommended. (2) If you don't, you increase the likelihood of
getting the pmP app rejected, as indicated in the error #2 higher. (3) This simplifies the work of the audit committee to review your application if you are verified. The MI definition project is a temporary desire to create a unique product, service or result. If these are different projects, you should write a project description for each of them.
Writing many project descriptions may seem tedious (and it is), but you can copy and paste to create more project descriptions quickly and just make small adjustments for these similar projects. You will need to have at least one project that covers all 5 domain groups, or you may have multiple projects in order to complete coverage of 5
domain groups. PMI wants to see that you have experience from initiation to project closure, regardless of the number of projects you do. You should also have enough project experience to meet the minimum duration and hour requirements. All of the above is fine, and no question. You can have as many projects as you want, as long as
you want, and as short as you want. Obviously, to save time, I would recommend writing project descriptions with the longest duration until you meet the minimum 3-year or 5-year requirements depending on your education. It's great to have gaps, not to mention small projects, and to omit overlapping projects; it's not a resume/CV so it's
great to have gaps if that was your concern. According to the PMP Handbook (in the PMP Application and Payment section), experience does not have to be paid work, but it should be in a professional environment. Activities such as school projects or planning for personal events will not qualify. Yes, as long as the person is familiar with
all your projects. In the event of an audit, the person will have to check and sign your PMP statement. While you should have project management experience, you don't need to have a project management title. When I applied for PMP, none of my titles were associated with the project manager. I had names such as an infrastructure
manager and a consultant on As long as you can document the project methodology and your reviewer will be and approve your work (in the case of an audit), you will be fine.  Also, contact PMP without project management. I'd suggest keeping your balance.  PMI is looking for the project methodology that you used in the project. If the
jargon is related to the project methodology, that's fine.  Avoid jargon just to describe your project. This seems to be a common problem that affects quite a few PMP applicants. If your status shows that you are eligible for the PMP exam and the clock starts ticking from the 1-year mark, it is almost certainly you are going through the PMP
application process. However, to be absolutely sure, you should contact PMI to check the status. Bookmark my PMP resource page for PMP exam preparation. The page has just been updated, including tips on saving. It includes the most comprehensive list of the best courses, exam simulators, free videos that are recommended by PMP
hopefuls.  And of course, the free PMP exam matters too. If you are looking for a PMP research plan complete with tips and activities, please refer to the PMP Certification Success Roadmap.  If you are ready to start and prepare a PMP exam, check out the top 7 PMP study tips. If you are still stuck or want me to review the description of
your project, you can contact me with a description of the project.  Please use the contact form. Finally - If you need more help. If you have a common question related to the PMP app that may benefit other PMP applicants, feel free to comment below.  If you still need help, you can use the contact form.  Good luck!. Good luck!. pmp exam
application project description sample. pmp application project description examples. pmp application project description sample. pmp application project description examples 2020. pmp application project description 2020. pmp application project description template. pmp application project descriptions. what to write for pmp application
project description (examples provided)
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